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Abstract:

This article shows how geostatistics can be used to reduce distributed physically based model (DPBM) uncertainties when
assessing nitrate concentrations along a 250-km stretch of the Seine River. First of all, co-kriging is used to build a set
of boundary conditions (BCs) (inlet concentrations from major tributary rivers) consistent with validation data. It partially
addresses the issues of errors in data used as model input and errors in data to be compared with model outputs. Then the
analysis of temporal variograms (simple variograms of observed and simulated concentrations, and their cross-variogram)
reveals a clear mismatch between simulated and observed values that was not detected by classical objective functions [root
mean squared error (RMSE), etc.]. Variograms appear to include three components representing three different time scales: sub-
weekly, monthly and annual scales. Mismatches between simulated and observed values are analysed as (i) wrong quantification
of inputs to the river (especially during the rainy period: combined sewer overflow (CSO), waste water treatment plant (WWTP)
and tributary contributions to the nitrate fluxes in the Seine River) and (ii) wrong description of physical processes within
the river. Finally, the modelling of simple and cross-variograms appears to be a sensitive analysis tool which can be used to
describe and reduce modelling uncertainties. Copyright  2010 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION

The quantitative modelling of in-stream water quality
began with a simple conceptual model (Streeter and
Phelps, 1925), which was based on oxygen. After this
initial step, carbon cycle and then nutrients were added,
leading to modern water quality models (Barnwell et al.,
1987; Brown and Barnwell, 1987; Ambrose et al., 1988,
1996; Billen and Servais, 1989; Crabtree et al., 1994;
Reichert, 1994; Garnier et al., 1995; Ivanov et al., 1996;
Even et al., 1998, 2004; Wells, 2000; Wool, 2001). Con-
trary to the conceptual model by Streeter and Phelps
(1925), the biogeochemical processes are nowadays phys-
ically based and the transport is based on hydraulic
fluxes. Hydraulics can be physically based or concep-
tual. Reichert et al., (2001b) and Arheimer and Olsson
(2003) reviewed many of these models.

Even though all these models are more detailed, the
distribution through space and the way in which phe-
nomena are described fit a large number of parameters.
If the model is based on physical (elementary) processes,
some parameter values can be obtained through in situ or
lab experiments and then physiological parameters are set
to these values (Garnier et al., 1995; Flipo et al., 2007b).
But modern biogeochemical models are so complex that
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they remain difficult to fit and validate (Arhonditsis and
Brett, 2004).

The main problem with validating a distributed phys-
ically based model (DPBM) is summarized by the equi-
finality concept (Beven, 1989). As stated by Ebel and
Loague (2006) the equifinality is, in the most general
sense, the case where quite different processes produce a
similar effect. This is because very few measurements are
available to mathematically close the system of equations
that describes the behaviour of the system. As a conse-
quence, not all unknowns can be identified. This has moti-
vated authors to investigate uncertainty sources which are
usually identified as being:

ž errors in data used as model inputs;
ž errors in validation data, compared with model outputs;
ž uncertainties due to sub-optimal parameter values;
ž uncertainties due to internal model variability.

These problems remain unsolved even today although
many studies have been carried out, leading to interesting
uncertainty assessment tools (Refsgaard, 1997; Anderton
et al., 2002a,b; Butts et al., 2004). But, as stated by
Beven (2006b): ‘there are different philosophies about
how to estimate uncertainties and take into account
input, measurement and model structural error. These
will be difficult to resolve in the near future because
we do not actually have the data to properly test the
different methodologies’. Even worse, (Beven, 2006b)
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goes on with: ‘it is simply not possible to evaluate the
statistical characteristics of input data errors or parameter
estimation errors’.

To summarize the issue in environmental sciences, on
one hand, at the hydrological network scale, too few
measurements are available to estimate all the variables
of the system of equations and to identify all calibration
parameters (those which are not easily measured). On
the other hand, the system of equations is physically
based, describing the behaviour of variables as best as
possible. Instead of rejecting this formularism because of
mathematical problems, we propose a new methodology
for validating in-stream water quality models, based
on observations: geostatistics is used to analyse the
spatial and temporal behaviour of the observations and to
compare the variability of the observations with that of
the simulations. Three arguments motivate this approach.

First, the coupling between geostatistics and the
process-based modelling was discussed by Fouquet
(2006) and successfully applied by Flipo et al., (2007a) to
the case of nitrate contamination at the basin scale. It was
also used by Casper and Vohland (2008), for assessing
spatially distributed evaporation.

Then, combining geostatistics and process-based ap-
proaches is much more powerful than using a single
objective function usually based on root mean squared
error (RMSE) or Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency Nash and
Sutcliffe, 1970 for hydrologists. Using only statistical
criteria will conceal many spatial and time mismatches
between simulations and observations. One classical way
to assess model stability based on a single criterion
is to make Monte Carlo simulations which have a
high computer cost, especially when using a distributed
process-based model. This limitation is even worse when
using multiple criteria, but it is a valuable tool for
identifying relevant model components (Guntner et al.,
1999). In the particular case of hydrology, although a
multi-criteria approach can help to better understand what
processes need to be further investigated, it is shown that

no part of the parameter space yields optimal simulations
for all criteria (Anderton et al., 2002a,b).

Finally, combining geostatistics and process-based
approaches partially addresses the equifinality problem
(Beven, 1993, 2006a,b) in that it directly compares the
variabilities (and not the variables themselves) of obser-
vations and simulations. But it is clear that this tech-
nique does not address the incommensurability problem
(Beven, 1989), which means that parameters and state
variables at the grid points of the model often do not
correspond to field-based estimates or observations Ebel
and Loague, 2006). As discussed in this article, it also
allows boundary condition (BC) issues to be identified
and provides a framework where measurement errors and
model errors can be addressed together through summa-
rizing tools: temporal variograms of both observed and
simulated data.

First, the site of interest (250 km in the downstream
part of the Seine River) is briefly described. Then the-
oretical principles are summarized for a process-based
modelling of river water quality, as well as geostatisti-
cal tools such as variogram and co-kriging. Afterwards a
method based on multiple variogram analysis, aiming at
assessing the consistency of process-based model outputs
with regard to data, is presented and applied to nitrate
transfer in the Seine River. Finally, the contribution of
this work for reducing model uncertainties is summa-
rized.

MODEL AND DATA OF THE DOWNSTREAM PART
OF THE SEINE RIVER

Modelled Area: The Seine River

The studied domain consists in the 225-km stretch
along the Seine River and the 36-km stretch along the
Marne River. The length of the Seine River upstream
of its confluence with the Marne River is approximately
14 km (Figure 1). The Seine and Marne upstream limits

Figure 1. Modelled area and location of different measurement sites
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are located approximately at the entrance of the Greater
Paris, whereas the downstream limit is the entrance of
the Seine estuary. Two waste water treatment plants
(WWTPs), namely Seine Amont and Marne Aval, are
located at the upstream limit of the Greater Paris, whereas
the Seine Aval WWTP is located close to the downstream
limit of the Greater Paris.

The Seine Amont WWTP treats the waste waters from
1 800 000 inhabitants. Its usual discharge is 7 m3 s�1 and
up to 17 m3 s�1 during rainy periods. The Marne Aval
WWTP treats the waste waters from 220 000 inhabitants.
Its usual discharge is 0Ð9 m3 s�1. Seine Aval WWTP
treats the waste waters from 5 000 000 inhabitants. Its
usual discharge is 20 m3 s�1 and up to 50 m3 s�1 during
rainy periods. In order to characterize dilution, these
WWTP discharge values have to be compared with the
Seine discharge in Paris city and at the output of the Seine
River when it reaches the Seine estuary. The Seine River
mean discharge in Paris is 280 m3 s�1, decreasing to
60 m3 s�1 in summer with a 5-year return period. At the
entrance of the estuary, the Seine River mean discharge
is 540 m3 s�1 decreasing to 180 m3 s�1 in summer with
a 5-year return period.

The total length of the Seine River in this large urban
area is approximately 80 km. Recently, the PROSE model
was used to simulate the water quality for the 2003–2008
period. This study focuses on the year 2003, and on
nitrate.

The PROSE model

The PROSE model (Even et al., 1998, 2004; Flipo
et al., 2004) is composed of three modules (Figure 2a):
hydrodynamic, transport and biogeochemical modules.

The hydrodynamic module is based upon a longitudi-
nal 1D form of the Saint-Venant equations, solved by the
finite difference method. The transport module simulates

the advection and dispersion of conservative and reactive
substances, both particulate and dissolved.

The biogeochemical model is an adaptation of the
RIVE model (Billen et al., 1994; Garnier et al., 1995)
(Figure 2b); it is described in Appendix A. For modelling
purposes, the river is divided into three compartments
(Figure 2a): the water column, the sediments and the peri-
phyton, integrating both the epilithon and the epipelon.
The water column can, through sedimentation, erosion,
permanent loses and scouring, exchange suspended mat-
ter with sediment and periphytic layers (Flipo et al.,
2004). Two compartments were simulated (water column
and sediments) because biogeochemical reactions due to
periphyton are less important in large rivers than in head-
water streams (Flipo et al., 2004, 2007b).

As the aim of this study is to simulate nitrate concen-
trations in the water column, we focus only on processes
affecting the nitrogen concentration hereafter. PROSE out-
puts are instantaneous values of local nitrate concentra-
tions at each cell center.

Model calibration and validation. The conceptual
scheme of RIVE is based on a macroscale simulation of
the micro-organism dynamics that govern the transfor-
mation of many constituents (organic matter, nutrients
and oxygen). The main idea is that the biological pro-
cesses are always the same but stimulated differently
according to different environmental conditions, which
leads to different states of the hydrosystem (Reichert
et al., 2001b,c; Billen et al., 2005). The main part of the
physiological parameters of primary producers (PPs) and
bacteria has been determined experimentally on natural
assemblages of phytoplankton or bacterioplankton (Billen
et al., 1990b; Garnier et al., 1995, 1998), or based on a
literature review or fitted by trial-errors in previous stud-
ies (Garnier et al., 1995, 2000; Even et al., 1998, 2004;

(a) (b)

Figure 2. (a) Simplified scheme of the PROSE model. h is the water depth, u the velocity, Q the discharge, Di and Pi are dissolved and particulate
phases of the i-species. (b) Simplified scheme of the RIVE model. Carbon, oxygen and nutrient cycles are represented
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Flipo et al., 2004). Hydrodynamical and transport param-
eters have also been fitted by trial-errors for PROSE (Even
et al., 1998, 2004) or for other models (Billen et al.,
1994; Garnier et al., 1995; Garnier, 2000). Then the RIVE

model has been successfully applied to many rivers of
the Seine basin (Garnier et al., 1995, 2005; Billen et al.,
1998b, 2001; Even et al., 1998, 2007a; Sferratore et al.,
2005; Flipo et al., 2007b,c) and of other basins, includ-
ing the Danube (Garnier et al., 2002), the Schelde (Billen
et al., 2005) and the Red River (Quynh, 2005).

BCs and model parameterization are briefly com-
mented hereafter. They are described in detail by (Poulin
(2006).

Measurements

The two data sets of nitrate concentrations used in
this study were obtained from different measurement
techniques.

Input data. The water supplier, Veolia Water, provides
data sets which consist of daily concentrations, with
some of them averaged from hourly measurements. Three
measurement sites (Figure 1) are located at the upstream
part of each modelled river (Seine and Marne) and at the
confluence of the Seine River with the Oise River, which
is not modelled by PROSE. These three data sets are used
as upstream BCs.

Validation data. For the year 2003, the Sewage Public
Company of the Greater Paris (SIAAP) provided weekly
measurements at ten sampling sites (Figure 1): one on the
Marne River and nine on the Seine River. For the sites
where a lateral heterogeneity is observed, a measurement
value consists, in the average, of three samples taken
from the left side to the right side of the river. This
average value on a cross section allows a longitudinal
1D description to be made.

COMBINING GEOSTATISTICS AND PHYSICALLY
BASED MODELLING

Geostatistical tools: variogram and bivariate model

Some basic principles of geostatistics used in the
following are briefly given in the temporal context (1D).
For further developments (and the usual spatial case), one
may consult (Chiles and Delfiner, 1999).

Temporal variogram. The variogram quantifies the
temporal variability of a variable. Let Z�t� be the
value of the Z variable at the instant t. The temporal
variogram ���� is defined as half the probabilistic mean
(or mathematical expectation, noted E), of the squared
differences between Z�t C �� and Z�t�, as a function of
the time interval � (Equation 1).

���� D 1

2
E[�Z�t C �� � Z�t��2] �1�

By definition, ��0� D 0. Generally, the magnitude of
the increment Z�t C �� � Z�t� increases with �. If Z

fluctuates around a constant mean, the mean of these
increments is zero, which is the reason why squared
differences �Z�t C �� � Z�t��2 are used. If the amplitude
of the fluctuations is almost constant, then the random
function (RF) Z is stationary (of order 2) and the
variogram stabilizes around a ‘sill’ beyond a maximal
correlation distance called ‘range’.

In practice, data are available only at experimental
points, from which an experimental variogram �Ł��� is
calculated (cf section on Introduction to geostatistics in
Appendix B). This experimental variogram is then fitted
by a theoretical variogram function, with the appropriate
mathematical properties (Chiles and Delfiner, 1999).

Typically, variogram ���� can be decomposed as the
sum of several components, e.g. ���� D �0��� C �1��� C
�2���, where �0 admits a null range (nugget effect), �1

admits a range a1 and �2 admits a greater range a2. For
a phenomenon presenting a periodical component, the
variogam admits a sinusoidal component with the same
period as the phenomenon.

The cross-variogram describes the joint variability
of two variables Z1 and Z2. It is defined as half the
covariance of increments according to the time interval
�:

�12��� D 1

2
E[�Z1�t C �� � Z1�t��.�Z2�t C �� � Z2�t��]

�2�

Unlike the ‘simple’ variogram, the cross-variogram
can be negative when both variables, and thus their
increments, are negatively correlated. When there is
no temporal cross-correlation between Z1 and Z2 (they
are temporally cross-uncorrelated), then their cross-
variogram is null: �12��� D 0.

Estimation: kriging and its variants. Among estimators
built as a linear combination of data, kriging is defined
by the following properties:

ž no bias (on average, the estimation error is null);
ž ‘optimality’: the variance of the estimation error is

minimal (in other words, the precision is as best as
possible).

The multivariate version of kriging is co-kriging,
which consists in estimating Z1 from measurements of
Z1 and Z2. Let us assume that �12��� 6D 0 and thus
that Z1 and Z2 are temporally cross-correlated. If Z2 is
denser sampled than Z1, then data of Z2 can be used
to interpolate the missing values of Z1, with respect to
the probabilistic relationship between Z1 and Z2. The
minimization of the estimation error variance under non-
bias conditions leads to a linear system that involves
simple and cross-variograms of the different variables:
�1���, �2��� and �12��� (section on Estimation by co-
kriging in Appendix B).

Geostatistical bivariate model: understanding how
variables are linked. Fitting simple and cross-variograms
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is a way to model the link between variables. One way
to understand the differences between simulations and
observations is thus to analyse the fitting of their simple
and cross-variograms. The geostatistical bivariate model
used in this article is a very general one, the linear model
of co-regionalization.

Let O�t� be the observations and S�t� the simulated
values. In this model, both variables can be divided into n
components Oi�t� and n components Si�t� (Equation 3).




O�t� D
n∑

iD1
Oi�t�

S�t� D
n∑

iD1
Si�t�

�3�

8i 6D j, Oi ? Oj, Si ? Sj, Oi ? Sj, where ? means that
the different components are temporally uncorrelated, i.e.
their temporal cross-covariance (or variogram) is zero:
8i 6D j, 8t, 8t0, Cov�Oi�t�, Oj�t0�� D 0, written Oi ? Oj.

The link between variables is described by the corre-
lation between the n couples of components Oi and Si.
For a given i, Oi and Si are possibly correlated, which
can be written:

9 ωi, �i, and Ri ? Si j Oi�t� D �i ωi Si�t�

C ωi

√
1 � �2

i Ri�t� �4�

where ω2
i is the ‘sill ratio’ of �i

O��� and �i
S���, �i is the

correlation coefficient between Oi and Si at the same
instant t, and Ri�t� is an RF temporally uncorrelated to
Si�t�, with a variogram proportional to the one of Si.

Equation 4 implies that �i
O�t� D b i

OO�i�t�, �i
S�t� D

b i
SS�i�t� and �i

OS�t� D b i
OS�i�t�, with b i

OS �
√

b i
OO b i

SS.

Thus, ω2
i D b i

OO

b i
SS

and �i D b i
OS√

b i
OO b i

SS
Figure 3 illustrates three specific versions of the linear

model of co-regionalization (cf section on Geostatistical
bivariate models in Appendix B) that will be found
hereafter.

1. The residual model: the observations are the sum
of the simulations and of another term R, which is
independent of these simulations: S ? R

2. The intrinsic correlation model: simple and cross-
variograms are proportional to each other. The strength
of the correlation between simulations and observa-
tions is given by the sill of the cross-variogram: the
higher it is the stronger is the correlation. This model
was already used by Chiles and Vohland (2008) to
compare measurements to a physically based model
of air pollution

3. The linear model of co-regionalization: each compo-
nent i corresponds to the intrinsic correlation, but the
combination of these components does not correspond
to an instrinsic correlation (i.e. for i 6D j, �i 6D �j or
ωi 6D ωj). The analysis of relationships between vari-
ables must then be performed for each component
separately.

Physics-based simulations

For this work, PROSE was run for the whole year 2003,
simulating water quality on the domain (cf section on
Modelled area: the Seine River) from the 1st of January
to the 31st of December.

River discharges and urban hydrology. Daily river
discharges were used for the Seine, Marne and Oise
Rivers and for the minor tributaries. For the Seine and
Marne Rivers, the upstream discharges are available.
For the other tributaries, the discharge is measured or
estimated close to their confluence with the Seine River.
WWTP outflows and combined sewer overflows (CSOs)
are measured values or estimates provided by the SIAAP.
The hydraulic model describes the variation of discharge
along the domain. During low discharge periods, the
residence time of water might be as long as 1 month since
the Seine and Marne Rivers are regulated for navigation
purposes by 14 dams. At the outlet of the modelled
domain, the comparison of the calculated and measured
downstream discharges demonstrates that the transient

Figure 3. Possible relationships between temporal simple and cross-variograms of observations O and simulations S. (a) Residual model; (b) Intrinsic
correlation model; (c) Linear model of co-regionalization (cf section on Geostatistical bivariate models in Appendix B for more details)
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water balance is estimated with a good precision for the
whole domain as well as the residence time for low or
high discharges (Polus-Lefebvre et al., 2008).

Boundary conditions. The model requires BCs for
each major tributary. For the Seine and the Marne
Rivers, BCs are necessary at the upstream point of the
modelled domain. The third river (the Oise River) and
the four minor tributaries are not modelled, so BCs are
defined at their confluence with the Seine River. BCs for
minor tributaries are composed of daily mean values of
discharge and monthly values (one sample per month)
of water quality variables. The Seine, Marne and Oise
BCs are daily concentrations of all modelled variables
provided by Veolia Water (cf section on Input data).
They are called initial BCs in the rest of the article.

Statistical and geostatistical criteria for comparison

Validation data (O(ti)) and PROSE outputs (S(ti)) are
compared for both simulations. Statistical criteria are
first calculated: average, standard deviation on variables
and on residuals (ε�ti� D S�ti� � O�ti� (Eq. 5)), and as
RMSE between time series O(ti) and S(ti) (Eq. 6). RMSE
quantifies averaged squared differences between model
and data ‘point by point’, at the same days.

� D
√√√√ 1

n

n∑
iD1

�ε�ti� � ε�2 �5�

RMSE D
√√√√ 1

n

n∑
iD1

ε2�ti� �6�

In addition, temporal simple and cross-variograms are
used to compare the variability of modelled and mea-
sured nitrate concentrations. Simple variograms indicate

whether the modelled variability is consistent with the
experimental data variability. Cross-variogram between
modelled and data time series shows how they are tem-
porally correlated. Particular attention is given to the
coefficients �i and ωi for each variogram component
(section on Geostatistical bivariate model: understanding
how variables are linked ).

In order to calculate simple and cross-variograms
in the same conditions, PROSE outputs are sampled
according to SIAAP measurement days; it means a
weekly sampling, assuming that measurements are made
at noon. All presented variograms are thus calculated
from instantaneous weekly sampled concentrations.

RECONSTRUCTING BC BY CO-KRIGING

Preliminary exploratory analysis

First comparison concerns PROSE values and SIAAP
measurements of nitrate concentrations. For most of
the year, measured nitrate concentrations appear to be
lower than PROSE values at almost all sites. Figure 4a
summarizes this analysis by presenting the evolution
along the Seine River of average differences at each site
between simulated and measured nitrate concentrations
over the whole year. A systematic deviation is pointed out
from upstream of the domain to at least the Sartrouville
site.

Two nitrate time series are available upstream of
the Seine River: daily Veolia measurements used as
input data and weekly SIAAP measurements at Choisy
(cf section on Measurements). Both time series are
compared visually (Figure 4b) and statistically (Table I);
both present an annual periodicity and a high temporal
correlation (cf Figure 4b, correlation coefficient D 0Ð89).
But most nitrate concentrations measured by the SIAAP
appear to be lower than those measured by Veolia Water.

Figure 4. (a) Average deviations of nitrate concentrations between PROSE values and SIAAP measurements. (b) Comparison of nitrate concentrations
upstream of the Seine River: validation data (SIAAP), input data (Veolia Water), and discrepancies between both time series

Copyright  2010 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Hydrol. Process. 25, 217–233 (2011)
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Table I. Statistics on nitrate concentrations [mg NO3 l�1] in
Choisy: validation data (SIAAP), input data (Veolia Water), and
discrepancies between both time series; the correlation coefficient

between time series is 0Ð89

m �2 � Min. Max.

Observed nitrates (SIAAP) 23Ð6 20Ð2 4Ð5 15Ð5 32Ð8
Initial BC (Veolia Water) 25Ð5 23Ð3 4Ð8 16Ð0 36Ð0
Discrepancies 1Ð6 2Ð8 1Ð7 �2Ð0 7Ð1
Modified BC 23Ð7 19Ð0 4Ð4 15Ð5 33Ð0

m stands for the average, �2 for the variance and � for the standard
deviation. Comparison of initial and modified BCs.

More specifically, discrepancies are close to zero in
summer (days 170–240), but during the rest of the year
they are more significant and can reach 7 mg NO3 l�1,
i.e. a relative deviation of more than 20%.

Discrepancies between Veolia Water and SIAAP mea-
surements can be explained by different measurement
protocols and sampling strategies (cf section on Measure-
ments). Nevertheless it is difficult to know which values
are closer to reality. We decided to give the preference
to SIAAP measurements because they are consistent with
downstream measured values and with the monthly val-
ues given by the administration in charge of water quality
control.

Reconstruction principle

In order to avoid deviations due to sampling and
methodology differences and to improve the consistency
between PROSE outputs and observed (SIAAP) nitrate
concentrations, we decided to modify the nitrate Seine
BCs. Instead of daily measurements operated by Veolia
Water, SIAAP measurements at Choisy are considered
for BCs in the Seine River. But anyhow, BCs must be

daily concentrations, whereas SIAAP data are weekly
available.

The temporal co-kriging (cf sections on Geostatistical
tools: variogram and bivariate model and Estimation by
co-kriging in Appendix B) of weekly SIAAP measure-
ments by daily Veolia Water measurements uses at best
the cross-correlation between both time series to provide
a daily time series:

ž that perfectly fits SIAAP measurements;
ž with the daily variability of Veolia Water measure-

ments.

The co-kriging is thus performed assuming that the
temporal variability of daily values is identical at both
SIAAP (Choisy) and Veolia Water sites, located 9 km
from each other. The approximation, which consists
in neglecting this distance, seems reasonable since the
spatial variability of nitrate concentrations is much
lower than their temporal variability (Polus-Lefebvre
et al., 2008).

Co-kriging

First, a bivariate linear model of co-regionalization is
fitted to simple and cross-variograms of SIAAP and Veo-
lia Water measurements (Figure 5a). The resolution of
the linear system developed in the section on Estima-
tion by co-kriging in Appendix B gives the co-kriging
weights. The resulting time series (Figure 5b) exactly fits
the experimental SIAAP measurements and its variability
is similar to that of Veolia Water measurements.

The same method was applied to the Oise River (cf
Figure 1), given that SIAAP measurements are available
downstream of the Oise River. From now on, these two
reconstructed daily time series are called modified BCs.

Figure 5. (a) Experimental and fitted variograms of nitrate concentrations upstream of the Seine River. (b) Comparison of nitrate time series used as
BC: Veolia Water data for simulation 1 (Initial BC) and time series reconstructed by co-kriging for simulation 2 (Modified BC)
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It was not possible to reconstruct consistent BCs for
the Marne River. Indeed the unique measurement site
providing validation data is located more than 30 km
downstream of the upper limit where daily input data
are needed. We have considered that it would not be
consistent to use a reconstructed time series passing
through experimental points that are too far. Thus, Marne
River BCs remained unchanged.

A second PROSE simulation was run with the modified
BCs obtained from co-kriging for nitrate concentrations
upstream of the Seine and the Oise Rivers. All other BCs
remain unchanged.

Comparing simulations with initial and modified BCs to
measured nitrate

With modified BCs, simulated nitrate concentrations
are more consistent with validation data (Figure 5b
and 6). The averaged deviation on the domain drops
from 1Ð1 mg NO3 l�1 to 0Ð1 mg NO3 l�1 (Table II). The
average RMSE was also reduced from 2Ð3 mg NO3 l�1

to 1Ð8 mg NO3 l�1 when considering the modified BCs
(Table II).

In general, the simulation with modified BCs gives bet-
ter results than the one with the initial BC (Table II and
Figure 7). This is the case for all SIAAP sites up to the
junction with the Oise River. From there, statistical crite-
ria are better for the simulation with initial BCs, and
PROSE slightly underestimates nitrate concentrations at
Conflans and Poissy where the average errors of estimate
are �1Ð2 mg NO3 l�1 and �0Ð7 mg NO3 l�1, respec-
tively, for the simulation with modified BCs (Table II).
Based only on statistics, one could guess that this is due
to underestimated fluxes in the Oise River. But look-
ing more carefully at time series (Figure 7), one can see

Figure 6. Statistics on deviations of nitrate concentrations between PROSE

values and SIAAP measurements from upstream to downstream; compar-
ison of initial and modified BC

Table II. Statistics on deviations of nitrate concentrations [mg
NO3 l�1] between PROSE values and validation data (SIAAP),

and RMSE between both time series

m1 m2 �1 �2 RMSE1 RMSE2

Choisy 1Ð7 �0Ð0 1Ð7 1Ð0 2Ð3 1Ð0
Ivry 1Ð3 �0Ð3 2Ð7 2Ð7 2Ð1 2Ð7
Suresnes 2Ð1 1Ð0 1Ð5 1Ð1 2Ð6 1Ð5
Argenteuil 1Ð0 0Ð0 1Ð4 1Ð2 1Ð7 1Ð1
Chatou 1Ð4 0Ð5 1Ð5 1Ð5 2Ð1 1Ð6
Bougival 1Ð4 0Ð5 1Ð8 1Ð8 2Ð3 1Ð8
Sartrouville 1Ð8 0Ð9 1Ð7 1Ð8 2Ð4 2Ð0
Conflans �0Ð6 �1Ð2 2Ð6 2Ð4 2Ð6 2Ð7
Poissy �0Ð2 �0Ð7 1Ð9 1Ð7 1Ð9 1Ð8
Average 1Ð1 0Ð1 1Ð9 1Ð7 2Ð3 1Ð8

m stands for the average and � for the standard deviation. Comparison
of simulations with initial (‘1’) and modified (‘2’) BCs at all validation
sites.

that PROSE outputs start to slightly diverge from obser-
vations from day 150. One explanation might be that
either denitrifying bacteria dependency on temperature
is overestimated in the model (the summer of 2003 was
unusually dry and warm in France) or that sediment accu-
mulation is overestimated by the model in this part of the
network.

In the remaining of the article, we will thus analyse
simulation outputs obtained with modified BCs, which
show a better agreement with observed data.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

First, PROSE outputs are compared to validation data
using usual statistical tools, then a more detailed analysis
involving geostatistical tools is presented.

Classical result analysis

First, statistical criteria (cf section on Statistical and
geostatistical criteria for comparison) are used to com-
pare PROSE values to SIAAP measurements at each vali-
dation site (Table III), complementary to visual compar-
ison that can be made on Figure 7. As seen when com-
paring inital and modified BCs, the annual mean nitrate
concentration is well estimated by PROSE at each valida-
tion site, with small differences, either positive or nega-
tive. The temporal variability is slightly underestimated
by the model at almost all sites, PROSE values presenting
standard deviations ranging from 3Ð3 to 4Ð5 mg NO3 l�1

against a range from 3Ð7 to 4Ð5 mg NO3 l�1 for SIAAP
measurements. Moreover, the correlation coefficients are
very high (� > 0Ð9) and RMSE (cf Equation 6) are
close to 1, except at Ivry (� D 0Ð74 and RMSE D
2Ð7 mg NO3 l�1) and Conflans (� D 0Ð84 and RMSE D
2Ð7 mg NO3 l�1).

The statistical criteria and the visual comparison of
simulated and observed nitrate concentrations lead to the
same conclusion: nitrate seems well simulated by the
PROSE model for the year 2003.
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Figure 7. Comparison of modelled (PROSE) and measured (SIAAP) nitrate concentrations in 2003 at each measurement site. The two simulations
with different BC are also compared. All sites are presented from upstream (Choisy) to downstream (Poissy) along the Seine River

Table III. Statistics on nitrate concentrations [mg NO3 l�1] in
all validation sites: comparison of PROSE values and SIAAP

measurements

Site SIAAP ProSe

m � m � � RMSE

Choisy 23Ð6 4Ð5 23Ð6 4Ð5 1Ð0 1Ð0
Ivry 26Ð2 3Ð7 25Ð8 3Ð7 0Ð7 2Ð7
Suresnes 23Ð5 3Ð8 24Ð3 3Ð3 1Ð0 1Ð5
Argenteuil 23Ð6 3Ð9 23Ð6 3Ð8 1Ð0 1Ð1
Chatou 23Ð4 4Ð0 23Ð7 3Ð7 1Ð0 1Ð6
Bougival 23Ð4 3Ð9 23Ð8 3Ð6 0Ð9 1Ð8
Sartrouville 23Ð1 4Ð2 23Ð8 3Ð5 0Ð9 2Ð0
Conflans 22Ð4 4Ð1 20Ð8 4Ð4 0Ð8 2Ð7
Poissy 22Ð6 3Ð7 21Ð7 3Ð7 0Ð9 1Ð8

m, �, �, and RMSE, respectively stand for mean, standard deviation,
correlation coefficient and RMSE.

Result analysis using fitted variograms

The observed and the PROSE simple and cross-
experimental variograms are fitted at each gauging site

with a linear model of co-regionalization. The cor-
responding simple and cross-modelled variograms are
called �O, �S and �OS, respectively (Figure 8 and
Table IV).

The linear model of co-regionalization is a combination
of the following three components:

ž a nugget effect which integrates sub-weekly variability
and sampling uncertainty. It accounts for less than 5%
of the total variance at each gauging station;

ž an exponential variogram which corresponds to a
decreasing correlation with time increase. For every
site, a range of about 1 month is observed. It accounts
for around 20% of the total variance;

ž a periodic component with an annual period. This
is the major component since it accounts for around
75% of the total variance. This periodical structure
is consistent with the seasonal variability observed
on time series (Figure 7), which might be related to
bacterial activity and temperature annual variations:
denitrification activity is the highest in late summer
due to high water temperature. The annual minimum
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Figure 8. Fitted temporal simple and cross-(�OS) variograms of measured (SIAAP, �O) and modelled (PROSE, �S) nitrate concentrations at each
measurement site, with a linear model of co-regionalization

Table IV. Fitting of variograms composed of three terms: nugget effect, exponential component and periodic component

Gauging station Nugget effect Exponential Periodic (cosinus) Global sill

�obs �prose �cross �obs �prose �cross �obs �prose �cross �obs �prose �cross

Choisy Sill [�mg l�1�2] 1 1 0Ð7 6 5 5 26Ð4 25Ð4 25Ð6 33Ð4 31Ð4 31Ð3
Range or periodŁ [d] 35 35 35 365 365 365

Ivry Sill [�mg l�1�2] 1 1 0 4 5 3 15 12Ð4 11Ð6 20 18Ð4 14Ð6
Range or period [d] 25 25 25 300 300 300

Suresnes Sill [�mg l�1�2] 1 0Ð5 0Ð5 4 3Ð5 3Ð5 20 15Ð6 17Ð4 25 19Ð6 21Ð4
Range or period [d] 40 40 40 350 350 350

Argenteuil Sill [�mg l�1�2] 0Ð5 0Ð5 0Ð5 5 5 4 22 18 19Ð6 27Ð5 23Ð5 24Ð1
Range or period [d] 45 45 45 350 350 350

Chatou Sill [�mg l�1�2] 0Ð5 0Ð5 0 4 3Ð5 3Ð5 22 16Ð2 18Ð8 26Ð5 20Ð2 22Ð3
Range or period [d] 30 30 30 350 350 350

Bougival Sill [�mg l�1�2] 0Ð5 0Ð5 0 5Ð5 5Ð5 4 20 14Ð6 17 26 19Ð1 21
Range or period [d] 50 50 50 350 350 350

Sartrouville Sill [�mg l�1�2] 0Ð5 0Ð5 0 4Ð5 3 3Ð5 26 14 18Ð6 31 17Ð5 22Ð1
Range or period [d] 35 35 35 350 350 350

Conflans Sill [�mg l�1�2] 1Ð5 0Ð5 0 4Ð5 3Ð5 2Ð5 24 22 22Ð6 30 26 25Ð1
Range or period [d] 45 45 45 350 350 350

Poissy Sill [�mg l�1�2] 2 0 0 3 2Ð5 2Ð5 19Ð6 18Ð8 18Ð8 24Ð6 21Ð3 21Ð3
Range or period [d] 35 35 35 365 365 365

�obs: variogram of measurements; �prose: variogram of simulated values; �cross: cross-variogram. Ł Range for the exponential component and period
for the cosinus component.
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observed for nitrate concentrations might also be related
to river discharge, which produces dilution. During low
water season, nitrate are mainly brought to the rivers
from aquifers (where the concentration is stable or in
slow evolution), the surface runoff contribution, with
higher nitrate concentrations, being negligible at this
time. This periodical structure was confirmed at each
SIAAP sampling site on 3-year records (from 2001 to
2003) (Figure 9).

Globally, PROSE variograms present similar patterns
than the observed ones, but PROSE always underestimates
the nitrate temporal variability, with a global sill ratio
ranging from 0Ð57 to 0Ð94 (Table V). It confirms and
reinforces the slight underestimation highlighted in the
previous section based on classical statistics.

Fitting a variogram model to experimental variograms
provides information about the link between simulated
and observed values. Pointing out changes in variogram

Figure 9. Temporal simple variograms of weekly measured nitrate con-
centrations by the SIAAP, for the 3 years 2001 to 2003

patterns from upstream to downstream allows modifica-
tions of the link between model and mesaurements to be
located. Then the ‘approximation’ (either in processes,
parameters or data) responsible for each change can be
characterized through the joint analysis of the different
components, the time series and the classical statistics.

Before analysing further the variogram changes from
upstream to downstream, it is important to keep in mind
that for each component of the fitted variograms, the
sill ratio between simple variograms gives an indication
about the ratio of the fluctuation amplitude. A sill ratio
equals to 1 indicates that the amplitude of PROSE tem-
poral fluctuations is similar to that observed. Otherwise,
this amplitude is either over (>1) or underestimated (<1).
Conversely, the correlation coefficient provides informa-
tion on the similarity of both series. � D 1 indicates that
both time series evolve similarly, whereas � D 0 indicates
that the time series are not correlated at all.

As BCs were modified to build a consistent dataset, the
differences between �O and �S, as well as the position of
�OS, are due to an inadequate quantification of inputs to
the river and to approximations into the description of
physical processes within the river (i.e. an approximate
description of phenomenon and/or an approximate param-
eterization of the model, 1D modelling). From upstream
to downstream of the modelled area, the variogram pat-
terns evolve as follows (Table IV and V):

From Choisy to Ivry. At Choisy, upstream of the
domain, the model works properly: �OS ³ �S ³ �O. But
at Ivry �OS < �S < �O and the determination coefficient
�2 is only 0Ð5 (� D 0Ð71 in Table V). The temporal
correlation is the weakest overall in the modelled area,
especially for the exponential component and the nugget
effect. Among all sites, the sill of �O is here the lowest
one because of the low sill of the periodic component
which is only 15 (mg NO3 l�1)2. PROSE also reproduces
the reduction in the global and periodic sills but it
overestimates this reduction (Table IV). At Ivry, the
range of the exponential component is the lowest one
as well (25 days). During spring and winter (around
150 days), nitrate concentrations vary between 26 and
31 mg NO3 l�1, which induces a reduction in the gobal

Table V. Variogram analysis

Gauging station r Sill ratio

nug exp perio global nug exp perio global

Choisy 0Ð7 0Ð91 0Ð99 0Ð97 1 0Ð83 0Ð96 0Ð94
Ivry 0 0Ð67 0Ð85 0Ð71 1 1Ð25 0Ð83 0Ð92
Suresnes 0Ð71 0Ð94 0Ð99 0Ð96 0Ð5 0Ð88 0Ð78 0Ð78
Argenteuil 1 0Ð8 0Ð98 0Ð95 1 1 0Ð82 0Ð86
Chatou 0 0Ð94 1 0Ð93 1 0Ð88 0Ð74 0Ð76
Bougival 0 0Ð85 0Ð99 0Ð9 1 0Ð73 0Ð73 0Ð74
Sartrouville 0 0Ð95 0Ð97 0Ð92 1 0Ð67 0Ð54 0Ð57
Conflans 0 0Ð63 0Ð98 0Ð83 0Ð33 0Ð78 0Ð92 0Ð87
Poissy 0 0Ð91 0Ð98 0Ð90 0 0Ð83 0Ð96 0Ð87

�: correlation coefficient between measurements and PROSE outputs. Sill ratio: sill�prose/sill�obs. nug, exp, and perio stand for the nugget effect,
the exponential and the periodical component, respectively.
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sill. Simulated and observed values seem in agreement:
Figure 7 indicates that �O and �S do represent the same
process. But, Figure 8 shows that the two variables
are poorly correlated (the cross-variogram is lower than
the simple ones). This discrepancy between the PROSE

values and the observed values might be due to a
wrong quantification of the outflow either of the Seine
Amont WWTP located in the city of Valenton or of
an important CSO located in this river section. The
Seine Amont WWTP treats the waste waters from 1Ð8 M
inhabitants and the mean concentration of nitrate in its
outflow is 102 mg NO3 l�1, whereas the discharge of the
CSO varies between 0Ð5 and 6 m3 s�1 and its nitrate
concentration is poorly known.

From Ivry to Suresnes. At Suresnes, the variogram
pattern changes to �S < �OS < �O. The discontinuity
between Ivry and Suresnes is due to the Marne River,
which represents a significant contribution to the Seine
discharge after the confluence of the two rivers.

From Suresnes to Sartrouville. From Suresnes to
Sartrouville, PROSE does not simulate in a satisfactory
way the periodic component of �O (sill ratio ωperio rang-
ing between 0Ð54 and 0Ð82) even if the correlation coeffi-
cients are good (between 0Ð97 and 1). This is almost the
same for the exponential component, except for Argen-
teuil where the sill ratio equals 1. For this group of
sites, the variogram analysis reveals that PROSE repro-
duces more or less the nitrate fluctuations but reduces
the temporal variability. Between Suresnes and Argen-
teuil, there is almost no difference between the variogram
patterns although a major CSO is located in this river
section. The CSO seems to be properly characterized (in
time, discharge and concentrations) since, in Argenteuil,
the three variograms are very similar (Figure 8). There
are no significant inputs (WWTP, confluence or CSO)
between Argenteuil and Sartrouville, but discrepancies
between variogram sills increase from upstream to down-
stream. Thus, this discrepancy between �O and �S can be
explained by the fact that the physical processes are not
modelled properly and/or that the parameter values are
not well calibrated. Figure 7 suggests an explanation for
the source of this discrepancy. Indeed for Chatou, Bou-
gival and Sartrouville, the simulated concentrations are
overestimated from day 150 to the end of the simula-
tion. This can be explained by an overestimation of the
nitrification or an underestimation of the denitrification
within sediments that affects the nitrate concentrations in
the water column due to diffusion at the sediment-water
interface. This is confirmed by the fact that temporary
inputs such as CSO do have a significant effect on the
long-term variability of the nitrate concentrations in the
river (Even, 2007a) due to sedimentation processes.

From Sartrouville to Conflans. At Conflans, the exper-
imental variograms are crossing each other. This indi-
cates that the three components of the linear model of
co-regionalization interact in a complex way, but the

�OS < �S for the first 4 months (<120 days, Figure 8).
Figure 7 indicates that the nitrate concentrations simu-
lated by PROSE are underestimated from the late sum-
mer to the end of the year. The global determination
coefficient �2 is only 0Ð69 (� D 0Ð83 in Table V). The
periodic component is consistent between �O and �S.
The main issue is due to the exponential component and
the nugget effect: the components corresponding to sub-
weekly (nugget effect) and monthly (exponential com-
ponent) variabilities are not well reproduced by PROSE.
In addition, contrary to the other sites, most of the simu-
lated values are underestimated (Figure 7). This might be
explained by an overestimation of the denitrification by
the model in the Seine River. An overestimation of the
denitrification process seems realistic since an important
sedimentation prevails in this area and denitrification in
this context is difficult to simulate accurately.

From Conflans to Poissy. At Poissy, the periodic
component of �S is consistent with the observed one
with � D 0Ð98 and a sill ratio of 0Ð96 (Table V). For the
exponential component, the sill ratio is only 0Ð83, but
the determination coefficient �2 is 0Ð83 (� D 0Ð91). The
main point at Poissy is revealed by the nugget effect (2
(mg NO3 l�1)2 in Table IV). It is the highest observed
nugget effect among those calculated at the measurement
sites, whereas it is null when calculated from the PROSE

results. The change in the variogram pattern might be
due to the confluence of the Seine and the Oise Rivers.
The fact that �O and �S are not equal also results from
all modelling approximations previously mentioned.

CONCLUSION

The exploratory geostatistical analysis enables us to point
out and to better understand errors in data used as model
inputs and errors in data used to compare model outputs
with.

Co-kriging made possible the building of a consistent
homogeneous dataset of upstream BCs (input data) and
of data validation.

After this data processing, the PROSE model was run
to simulate water quality in the river. The comparison
of the simulated values with the observed ones leads to
the conclusion that nitrate are rather well simulated by
the model. The statistical single criteria (average values,
standard deviation and RMSE) seem to be also good.

But the analysis of simple variograms of observed
and simulated nitrate and their cross-variogram reveals
a clear mismatch between the simulated values and the
observed ones that was not revealed by the other objective
functions. It also makes it possible to analyse the model
response with regard to measurements in terms of three
different time step responses (sub-weekly, monthly and
annual). Moreover, as BCs were processed in order to
obtain a consistent dataset, mismatches were analysed
as inadequate quantification of inputs to the river and
an approximated description of the physical processes
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within the river. This analysis results in pointing out
(i) model inconsistencies in terms of input data (tributary,
CSO, WWTP contributions to the nitrate fluxes in the
Seine River) and (ii) wrong descriptions of the physical
processes, either conceptual or due to the parameter
calibration. It therefore helps to identify more precisely
the uncertainty sources due to sub-optimal parameter
values and internal model structure, and to locate them
in the modelled area.

Finally, this type of analysis should be developped in
distributed modelling more widely in order to improve
model quality by understanding and characterizing dif-
ferent types of uncertainty sources.
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APPENDIX A: DESCRIPTION OF THE PROSE

MODEL

In the following paragraphs, the biogeochemical part of
PROSE is summarized. A few parameters are temperature

dependent (i.e. they are multiplied by a function of the
water temperature expressed in °C, f�T�) as follows:

f�T� D f�Topt�e
��T�Topt�2/�2

�7�

where Topt is the optimal temperature (maximum of f),
and � is the standard deviation of T time series. In
the remaining, those parameters are represented with the
symbolT.

Primary Producers

The conceptual scheme used to model the dynamics
of PPs was developed by (Lancelot et al., 1991). It is
based on the interpretation of experiments incorporating
marked carbon into various cell constituents. PP growth
follows a photosynthesis-irradiance law:

P�z� D PT
max�1 � e�˛I�z�/PT

max� e�ˇI�z�/PT
max �8�

where PT
max is the maximum photosynthesis production

rate ([T�1]), P�z� the actual growth rate at z ([T�1]), I�z�
the actual irradiance at z ([µE L�2T�1]), ˛ the slope of the
light-limited portion of P � I curve or the photosynthesis
capacity ([L2]), and ˇ the photoinhibition coefficient ([L2

µE�1]).
The actual irradiance at z follows a Beer-Lambert law:

I�z� D I0e�	z �9�

where I0 is the light intensity at the water surface ([µE
L�2T�1]), 	 is the actual light extinction ([L�1]) depend-
ing on suspended matter concentration (SM, [ML�3]):

	 D 	const C 	SMSM �10�

with 	const the water light extinction coefficient ([L�1])
and 	SM the light extinction due to SM ([L�1]).

The maximum rate of growth for primary producers
(µmax,PP, [T�1]) is then calculated by integrating P�z� over
the water column depth (h, [L�1]):


max,PP D 1

h

∫ h

0
P�z�dz �11�

The actual growth rate (
PP, [T�1]) is weighted by
nutrient concentrations in the following way:


PP D 
max,PP
N

N C KN

PO4

PO4 C KPO4

�12�

where N is the concentration of nitrogen (either ammo-
nium or nitrate) that is consumed by PP ([ML�3]), PO3�

4
is orthophosphate concentration ([ML�3]), Ki is the half
saturation constant for the ith species ([ML�3]).

Losses (L in Equation 13, [T�1]) are due to respiration
(Rtot in Equation 14, [T�1]), mortality (MortTPP, [T�1])
and sedimentation:

L D Rtot C MortT
PP C Vsed,PP

h
�13�

Rtot D RT
M C R

 �14�
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where RT
M is the basic respiration rate ([T�1]), R
 is

the respiration rate due to growth (without dimension),
and Vsed,i the sedimentation velocity of the ith species
([LT�1]).

Finally, the variation of the PP concentration ([ML�3])
over a time step dt is given by:

dPP

dt
D

(

PP � Rtot � MortT

PP � Vsed,PP

h

)
PP �15�

Bacteria

The evolution of organic matter (particulate and dis-
solved) and heterotrophic bacteria (HB) populations is
based on the HSB model (Billen and Servais, 1989). The
variation of HB concentration ([ML�3]) is represented
by:

dHB

dt
D





T
max,HB

O2
KO2 C O2

DOM
KDOM C DOM

�Vsed,HB
h � MortT

HB


 HB

�16�
where DOM is the concentration of dissolved organic
matter ([ML�3]). If the oxygen concentration is lower
than O2,denit (fitted at 1 mgO2 L�1), then HB use nitrates
to oxidize the dissolved organic matter. The O2 threshold
represents the denitrifying process.

The variation of nitrifying bacteria concentration (NB,
[ML�3]) is represented by:

d NB

dt
D





T
max,NB

O2
KO2 C O2

NH4
KNH4 C NH4

�Vsed,NB
h � MortT

NB


 NB

�17�

Difference between sediments and water column

All processes presented above occur in the water
column. In sediments, PPs do not grow and there is no
sedimentation for any species. It is also possible to define
different kinetics parameter values in water column and
in sediment for bacteria, even heterotrophic or nitrifying,
which was not the case in this study. Indeed (Fischer and
Pusch, 2001) observed that bacteria are smaller in the
pelagic zone than in sediments. (McCarter, 1999) showed
that multicellular behaviour and growth is complex in
organized communities and that it could differ from those
of single cells.

Exchanges between water column and sediments

The exchange flux between the water column and the
sediments of the ith dissolved species (d,i, [ML�2T�1])
is calculated by considering the diffusion through the
limit layer (Boudreau, 1997):

d,i D ˇ�Cs,i � Cw,i� �18�

where ˇ is the mass transfer coefficient ([MT�1]), Cs,i is
the concentration of the ith species in sediments ([ML�3])
and Cw,i the concentration of the ith species in the water
column ([ML�3]). In PROSE, the formulation ˇ D EsuŁ is

used where Es is a fitted coefficient (without dimension
and theoretically proportional to the Schmidt number),
and uŁ D

√
�
� is the shear velocity ([LT�1]), where � is

the mean shear stress ([ML�1T�3]) and � is the water
volumic mass ([ML�3]).

At each time step and in each cell of the simulated
domain, PROSE calculates a total flux of particulate
exchange between the water column and the sediments
(d, [ML�2T�1]), which is the sum of an erosion
flux (ero, [ML�2T�1]) and a sedimentation flux (sed,
[ML�2T�1]):

p D ero C sed �19�

For the ith particulate species, the erosion flux (ero,i,
[ML�2T�1]) is calculated based on the transport capacity
theory Bagnold, 1966; Yang, 1996; Prosser and Rustomji,
2000; Tayfur, 2002). A multi-species approach leads to
the formulation (Maldiney, 1994):

ero,i D �i
1∑

j

�j��j � �w�/�j

�wgJU

g
�20�

where �i is the mass fraction of the ith species in
sediments (without dimension),  is the percentage of
hydraulic power used to maintain all the particles in
suspension (without dimension), �j the volumic mass
of the jth species ([ML�3]), �w the water volumic mass
([ML�3]), g the acceleration due to gravity ([LT�2]), J
the friction slope (without dimension) and U the mean
water velocity ([LT�1]).

For the ith particulate species, the sedimentation flux
(sed,i, [ML�2T�1]) is calculated based on

sed,i D Vsed,iCw,i �21�

where Vsed,i is the sedimentation velocity of the ith
species ([LT�1]) and Cw,i the concentration of the ith
species in the water column ([ML�3]).

APPENDIX B: GEOSTATISTICS

Some basics of geostatistics are developped in the
temporal context (1D). First, theoretical and experimental
variograms are presented, then geostatistical bivariate
models are summarized and finally co-kriging is tackled.
For further details, one may consult (Chiles and Delfiner,
1999).

Introduction to geostatistics

A random function (RF) Z�t� is stationary of order
two if its expectation (probabilistic average) and its
covariance exist and are invariant by translation:

E[Z�t�] D m �22�

Cov�Z�t�, Z�t C ��� D E[�Z�t� � m��Z�t C �� � m�]

D C�j�j� �23�
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The RF variance is then Var�Z�t�� D E[�Z�t� � m�2]
D C�0�.

The correlogram, the correlation coefficient between
Z�t� and Z�t C �� as a function of the time interval �, is
the ratio between covariance and variance: r��� D C���

C�0� .
It can vary between 1 (for � D 0) and �1. Without any
periodic component, it usually decreases and tends to zero

when j�j tends to the infinite: r���
!j �j ! 10.

The theoretical variogram. For RF stationary of order
two, the variogram and the covariance provide an equiva-
lent description of the temporal variability; the variogram
is written

���� D C�0� � C���. �24�

For two main reasons, variograms are prefered to
covariances or correlogram in geostatistics:

ž it remains defined for ‘intrinsic’ RF, when the covari-
ance is not stationary or not even defined. This is the
case when the variogram does not stabilize around a
‘sill’, as for instance for the linear variogram. Thus,
variogram is more general than the covariance;

ž it has interesting properties for inference, i.e. its calcu-
lation from data (Chiles and Delfiner, 1999).

The experimental variogram. Practically, data are
available only at experimental points; an experimental
variogram is then calculated as an average of squared
differences:

�exp��� D 1

2.n���

n���∑
iD1

[�Z�ti C �� � Z�ti��
2] �25�

n��� designating the number of pairs of experimental
instants separated from �.

Since it is calculated on a single realization of the RF,
the experimental variogram cannot be considered as a
discretization of the ‘theoretical’ variogram of variable
Z (Chiles and Delfiner, 1999). In the monovariate case,
experimental simple variogram is then fitted by a function
���� admitting the required mathematical properties. In
a similar way, for a bivariate (or multivariate) case, all
experimental simple and cross-variograms are fitted by
a bivariate (or multivariate) model, in order to ensure
consistency between simple and cross-variograms. These
fitted (also called modelled) variograms are required for
estimation.

Geostatistical bivariate models

Let Z1 and Z2 be two stationary RF of order two
(StRF), and m1 and m2 their expectation, respectively.
The couple (Z1, Z2) is stationary of order two if the
cross-covariance is stationary:

Cov�Z1�t�, Z2�t C ��� D E[�Z1�t� � m1��Z2�t C �� � m2�]

D C12���. �26�

Two RF are cross-uncorrelated (i.e. they do not have
any temporal cross-correlation: Z1 ? Z2) if C12��� D 0.
The cross-variogram between two RF is defined as half
the covariance of their increments:

�12��� D 1

2
E[�Z1�t C �� � Z1�t���Z2�t C �� � Z2�t��].

�27�

If Z1 and Z2 are cross-uncorrelated, then ���� D 0; if
their cross-covariance is symmetric (C12���� D C12���),
then the cross-variogram is written �12��� D C12�0� �
C12���.

The following three bivariate models present an
increasing complexity. In the first model (‘residual
model’), simple relationships exist between two variables
Z1 and Z2. As this is not necessarily the case experimen-
tally, two other bivariate models are widely used: the
‘intrinsic correlation model’ and the ‘linear model of co-
regionalization’. The first two models are simplifications
of the third one.

The residual model.

Z2�t� D Z1�t� C R�t� �28�

with Z1 ? R, and �1, �2, and �R, respectively designating
the simple variograms of Z1, Z2 and R. Simple and cross-
variograms of Z1 and Z2 are thus written as:

{
�2��� D �1��� C �R���
�12��� D �1���

�29�

In this model, the cross-variogram between Z1 and Z2

and the variogram of Z1 are equal and lower than the
variogram of Z2.

The intrinsic correlation model. Definition. Two RF
Z1 and Z2 are in intrinsic correlation if their simple
and cross-covariances are proportional to each other:
Cij��� D bijK���, where K is a covariance function
and i, j D 1, 2. To simplify, let’s assume that K�0� D
1, b11 6D 0 and b22 6D 0 (a RF with nil variance is
a constant).

Properties.

ž The cross-covariance of two RF in instrinsic correlation
is proportional to one of the simple stationary covari-
ances, and is symmetric. Thus, C12���� D C12��� and
b12 D b21;

ž Simple and cross-variograms also are proportional to
each other:

�ij��� D bij���� with ���� D K�0� � K���; �30�

ž Since Var�Z1�t�� D C11�0� and Var�Z2�t�� D C22�0�,
then

b11 D Var�Z1�t�� and b22 D Var�Z2�t��. �31�
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ž If � denotes the correlation coefficient between Z1�t�
and Z2�t� at the same instant t, their cross-covariance
is written

Cov�Z1�t�, Z2�t�� D �
√

Var�Z1�t��Var�Z2�t��. �32�

Thus, b12 D �
p

b11b22 and C12��� D C12�0�K���.

Model. Let’s consider Z1 and Z2, two StRF: Equation
24 summarizes the model; demonstrations is given here-
after.

8i, j : Cij��� D bijK��� , 9R j{
Z1 ? R and CR��� D C1���
Z2�t� D �ωZ1�t� C ω

√
1 � �2R�t�

�33�

Let’s assume that ω2 D b22
b11

, with ω > 0: then Var�Z2�

D ω2b11.
If j�12j 6D 1, the two StRF constitute a free system:

Z2 D ˛Z1 C ˇR, where R ? Z1. Then Cov�Z1�t�, Z2�t��

D ˛Var�Z1�t�� and ˛ D �

√
b22
b11

D �ω.

One can deduce that Z2 D �ωZ1 C ˇR; thus the covari-
ance of RF R is stationary and proportional to K���:
ˇ2CR��� D C2��� � �2ω2C1���.

Assuming that Var�R� D Var�Z1�, ˇ2C1��� D
ω2C1��� � �2ω2C1���, thus

ˇ2 D ω2�1 � �2� and Z2 D �ωZ1 C ω
√

1 � �2R, �34�

with R ? Z1 and CR D C1.
Let’s notice that if j�12j D 1, Z1 and Z2 are linearly

linked: Z2 D ωZ1 C a.
( If Z2 D �ωZ1 C ω

√
1 � �2R with R ? Z1 and

CR D C1, then:

ž R is StRF, because its temporal covariance is equal to
the one of Z1;

ž the temporal covariance of Z2 is C2 D �2ω2C1 C
ω2�1 � �2�CR D ω2C1;

ž the temporal cross-covariance between Z1 and Z2 is
written

C12 D �ωC1 C ω
√

1 � �2C1R. �35�

But as R ? Z1, their temporal cross-covariance is null:
C1R D 0 and thus C12 D �ωC1.

In conclusion, given that simple and cross-covariances
of Z1 and Z2 are proportional to each other, Z1 and Z2

are in intrinsic correlation.
The two coefficients � and ω have different meanings.

The correlation coefficient � quantifies the linear link
between the variables Z1 and Z2 which is maximum
if j�j D 1. The ‘sill ratio’ ω2 characterizes the relative

amplitude of the fluctuations of both variables. If ω D 1,
the simple variograms of both variables are equal.

Note that if �ω D 1, then the intrinsic correlation
model corresponds to a particular case of the residual
model, with �R proportional to �1.

The linear model of co-regionalization. It general-
izes the intrinsic correlation model to several tempo-
ral components k with different correlations or different
fluctuation amplitudes. In this model, the simple and
cross-variograms are linear combinations of the same
components �k���, a component present in the cross-
variogram being necessarily present in both simple asso-
ciated variograms. The model can be seen as a lin-
ear combination of several intrinsic correlation mod-
els, which can be written as Equation 25. Note that k
describes a temporal component and not an exponent.

�ij��� D
N∑
k

bk
ij�

k��� �36�

Estimation by co-kriging (Chiles and Delfiner, 1999)

Kriging of Z1 at a given instant t0 is an optimal linear
estimator from experimental values Z1�t˛�; it is written
ZŁ�t0� D ∑

˛ �˛Z�t˛�.
Co-kriging consists in estimating the value of variable

Z1 at the instant t0 thanks to the experimental values of
Z1 and to another variable Z2 correlated to Z1 (with for
example Z2 denser sampled than Z1). The co-kriging of
Z1 by Z2 at an instant t0 is written as Equation 26.

ZŁ
1�t0� D

∑
˛2S1

�1˛Z1�t1˛� C
∑
˛2S2

�2˛Z2�t2˛� �37�

The weights �1˛ and �2˛ are obtained by mini-
mizing the estimation error variance under non-bias
conditions. For unknown and unlinked means of Z1

and Z2, this is performed via the linear system pre-
sented by Equation 27, which involves simple and cross-
variograms �11���, �22���, and �12���.




�11�t1ˇ � t1˛� �12�t2˛ � t1˛� 1 0
�21�t1˛ � t2˛� �22�t2ˇ � t2˛� 0 1

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0




ð




�1˛

�2˛


1


2


 D




�11�t0 � t1˛�
�21�t0 � t2˛�

1
0


 �38�

Co-kriging is an exact interpolator, i.e. it goes through
the experimental points Z1�t1˛�: ZŁ

1�t1˛� D Z1�t1˛�.
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